LLILAS began publishing the following book series in 1989, replacing the original Latin American Monograph Series. The series are copublished with UT Press, which markets and distributes them.

**CRITICAL REFLECTIONS ON LATIN AMERICA** comprises short edited volumes by three or four authors focused on a single theme. The titles in this series are:


**TRANSLATIONS FROM LATIN AMERICA** features important works in the social sciences and humanities by major Latin American writers. Authors are required to submit translated text. Already published are:

- *History and Society in Central America* [Interpretación del desarrollo social centroamericano] by Edelberto Torres-Rivas. Translated by Douglass Sullivan-González. 1993. 224 pp. Paper (0-292-78131-8); cloth (0-292-78128-8)
- *Plants and Animals in the Life of the Kuna* [Plantas y animales en la vida del pueblo Kuna] by Jorge Ventocilla, Heracio Herrera, and Valerio Núñez, with the editorial assistance of Hans Roeder. Translated by Elisabeth King. 1995. 160 pp. Paper (0-292-78725-1); cloth (0-292-78726-x)


In the Eyes of God: A Study on the Culture of Suffering [La mirada de Dios: Estudio sobre la cultura del sufrimiento] by Fernando Escalante Gonzalbo. Translated by Jessica C. Locke. 2006. 276 pp. Paper (0-292-71433-5); cloth (0-292-71340-1)


NEW INTERPRETATIONS OF LATIN AMERICA is a series of volumes that raise important questions about significant issues. These books address a scholarly as well as general audience, illustrating issues with stimulating and concrete examples.

Literature and Politics in the Central American Revolutions by John Beverley and Marc Zimmerman. 1990. 252 pp. Paper (0-292-74672-5); cloth (0-292-74666-0)

The Birth of the Penitentiary in Latin America: Essays on Criminology, Prison Reform, and Social Control, 1830–1940 edited by Ricardo D. Salvatore and Carlos Aguirre. 1996. 312 pp. Paper (0-292-77707-8); cloth (0-292-77706-x)


The Miskitu People of Awastara by Philip A. Dennis. 2004. 320 pp. Illus. Paper (0-292-70281-7); cloth (0-292-70280-9)


SYMPOSIA ON LATIN AMERICA features papers from conferences and includes the following volume:
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**SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS**

**LLILAS SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS** comprises titles that do not fit into the new book series, but because of scholarly interest and academic demand, this distinct category evolved. It includes such diverse titles as:


**MONOGRAPHS**


**OUTREACH/PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT**

**LATIN AMERICAN CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT SERIES**


Jackson, Elizabeth, and Dale A. Koike, *Vamos ao Brasil!* 1994. Includes workbook and teacher’s guide; Brazilian music video or audiocassette also produced. For info. on other videos as part of optional package, contact LLILAS Public Engagement at 471-5551.

**LATIN AMERICAN CURRICULUM UNITS FOR JUNIOR AND COMMUNITY COLLEGES**

(Unit VI is out of print.)


**W. HACKETT MEMORIAL LECTURES**

Fuentes, Carlos, *Don Quixote, or the Critique of Reading.* 1976. 54 pp. (ISBN 0-86728-015-8)

**TEXAS PAPERS ON LATIN AMERICA**

This working paper series was published by LLILAS between 1988 and 1999 to provide UT Austin faculty, visiting scholars, and sponsored graduate students a forum in which to share prepublication research. Although the series is out of print, the papers are now available electronically in the LLILAS Archive E-Text Collection, hosted by LANIC at http://lanic.utexas.edu/project/etext/llilas/tpla/

Other materials included in the archive are:

- LLILAS Conference Proceedings Archive
- ILASSA Student Conference Proceedings Archive
- CILLES on Latin American Indigenous Languages
- Cuadernos de CLASPO-Argentina
- Outreach Fulbright-Hays Curriculum Projects
- Visiting Resource Professors Papers